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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to the lubricating
structure of a one-way clutch disposed in an automatic
transmission.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Conventionally, there has been a one-way
clutch disposed in an automatic transmission.
[0003] The one-way clutch is comprised of an inner
race, an outer race, and rollers arranged between the
inner race and the outer race, for allowing relative rotation
of the inner race and the outer race in only one direction.
[0004] The outer race and the inner race of the one-
way clutch are connected to respective different rotation-
al elements in the automatic transmission, or a rotational
element and a transmission case, for controlling the ro-
tational direction of each element.
[0005] When the outer race and inner race of the one-
way clutch performs relative rotation, and the rollers are
guided by the relatively rotating inner race to be forced
toward cam peaks formed on an inner circumferential
surface of the outer race, the rollers become caught in
the form of wedges between the cam peaks of the outer
race and the inner race to stop the relative rotation of the
inner race and the outer race (hereinafter also referred
to as "lock").
[0006] On the other hand, when a rotary motion in the
direction reverse to the direction in which the inner race
and the outer race are locked is imparted to the inner
race and the outer race, the rollers caught between the
cam peaks of the outer race and the inner race are re-
leased to enable relative rotation of the inner race and
the outer race.
[0007] The structure of such a one-way clutch is de-
scribed in Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication
(Kokai) No. H02-278061.
[0008] The one-way clutch needs to supply lubricating
oil to the rollers so as to prevent the rollers from being
seized up.
[0009] In the case where lubricating oil is supplied from
the inner race to the rollers, lubricating oil passages ex-
tending in the radial direction cannot be formed from the
inner circumferential side of the inner race to the paths
of the rollers since another rotational element is connect-
ed to the inner circumferential side of the inner race.
[0010] Therefore, according to Japanese Laid-Open
Patent Publication (Kokai) No. H02-278061, as shown in
FIGS. 7A and 7B, a lubricating oil passage 104 is formed
from a side of the inner race 100 toward the trace of a
roller 102 on an outer circumferential surface of the inner
race 100 without passing through a spline tooth 101
which is formed on an inner circumferential surface of

the inner race 100 so as to be engaged with a rotational
element.
[0011] The lubricating oil passage 104 is configured
such that particularly as shown in FIG. 7A, a direction
104a in which the lubricating oil passage 104 extends
forms a predetermined angle γ’ with a perpendicular line
100b orthogonal to a rotational axis 100a of the inner
race 100, and particularly as shown in FIG. 7B, a rota-
tional axis 102a of the roller 102 and a direction 104a in
which the lubricating oil passage 104 extends coincide
with each other as viewed from the outer circumferential
side of the inner race 100.
[0012] Because of the presence of the lubricating oil
passage 104, a part between the lubricating oil passage
104 and the outer circumferential surface of the inner
race 100 is a thin-walled part 105 having a smaller wall
thickness as compared with other parts.
[0013] However, in the roller lubricating structure of
the above described one-way clutch, there may be a case
where as shown in FIG. 7B, an outer race, not shown,
and the inner race 100 are locked in the state in which
the roller 102 overlaps an opening of the lubricating oil
passage 104 which is formed in the outer circumferential
surface of the inner race 100.
[0014] In this case, if the inner race 100 is viewed from
the direction of the outer circumference thereof, the ro-
tational axis 102a of the roller 102 and the direction 104a
in which the lubricating oil passage 104 extends coincide
with each other, and hence a wide part of the roller 102
is supported by the thin-walled part 105.
[0015] Therefore, when the outer race and the inner
race are locked, the thin-walled part 105 is deformed
since the roller 102 is pressed against the inner race 100,
and as a result, the durability of the one-way clutch is
degraded.
[0016] JP02 278061 A relates to a one-way clutch de-
vice for automatic transmission with an oil hole inclined
in an axial direction in an inner race.
[0017] US-A-5 183 139 relates to a clutch having inner
and outer races defining an annular space with rollers.
Inclined oil holes are formed in the inner race and inter-
connecting elements of a cage in the annular space are
contoured to redirect lubrication supplied through the oil
holes back towards the inner race.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0018] It is therefore an object of the present invention
to provide a lubricating structure of a one-way clutch
which can lubricate rollers without degrading durability.
[0019] To attain the above object, there is provided a
lubricating structure of a one-way clutch comprising: an
inner race; an outer race; cylindrical rollers disposed be-
tween said inner race and said outer race; and a lubri-
cating oil passage that is formed in said inner race and
has one end opened in a rolling surface on which said
cylindrical rollers roll, for supplying oil from an opening
formed at the other end to the one end, characterized
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in that said lubricating oil passages comprises: a first oil
passage having a predetermined depth from the rolling
surface on which said cylindrical rollers roll in a direction
orthogonal to the rotational axis of said inner race; and
a second oil passage that is in communication with said
first oil passage, tilted relative to a perpendicular line
which is orthogonal to the rotational axis of said inner
race on a longitudinal plane along the rotational axis of
the inner race, and is tilted relative to respective rotational
axes of said rollers as viewed from the outer circumfer-
ential side of said inner race, and that gear teeth are
formed on an inner circumferential surface of the inner
race.
[0020] According to the present invention, since the
lubricating oil passage that supplies oil to the rollers is
tilted relative to the perpendicular line orthogonal to the
rotational axis of the inner race and tilted relative to the
respective rotational axes of the rollers as viewed from
the outer circumferential side of the inner race, a thin-
walled part formed between the lubricating oil passage
formed just below the roller and the surface on which the
rollers roll can be narrowed as compared with the case
where the lubricating oil passage is formed in parallel
with the respective rotational axes of the rollers as viewed
from the outer circumferential side of the inner race.
[0021] As a result, when the inner race and the outer
race are locked, roller’s stress is less prone to be con-
centrated around the thin-walled part, and the deforma-
tion of the thin-walled part can be prevented, and there-
fore the degradation of the one-way clutch’s durability
can be prevented.
[0022] Other features and advantages of the present
invention will apparent from the following detailed de-
scription taken in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings, in which like reference characters designate
the same or similar parts throughout the figures thereof.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] The accompanying drawings, which are incor-
porated in and constitute a part of the specification, illus-
trate embodiments of the invention and, together with the
description, serve to explain the principles of the inven-
tion.

FIG. 1 is a view showing a part of automatic trans-
mission around a one-way clutch according to an
embodiment not belonging to the present invention;
FIGS. 2A and 2B are views showing the one-way
clutch;
FIGS. 3A and 3B are views showing a lubricating oil
passage formed in an inner race;
FIG. 4 is a side view of the inner race;
FIGS. 5A to 5H are sectional views taken along lines
B-B to I-I, respectively, of FIG. 4;
FIG. 6 is a view showing a lubricating oil passage
according to the invention; and
FIG. 7 is a view showing a lubricating oil passage

formed in an inner race according to a prior art.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0024] The present invention will now be described in
detail with reference to the drawings showing a preferred
embodiment thereof.
[0025] FIG. 1 is a view showing a one-way clutch of
an automatic transmission and its surroundings to which
an embodiment of the present invention is applied.
[0026] The automatic transmission 1 includes a plural-
ity of planetary gear mechanisms and engaging elements
such as clutches and brakes, for carrying out conversion
of the rotational speed of driving force input from an en-
gine according to combinations of engagement states of
the engagement elements.
[0027] A planetary gear mechanism 3 is disposed on
the periphery of an input shaft 8 to which driving force is
input from an engine.
[0028] The planetary gear mechanism 3 is comprised
of a first sun gear 4a connected to a rotary shaft 9 dis-
posed on the periphery of the input shaft 8, a second sun
gear 4b connected to a drum 12 disposed on the left side
of the planetary gear mechanism 3 as viewed in FIG. 1
(the first sun gear 4a and the second sun gear 4b will
hereafter be referred to as "the sun gear 4"), a pinion
gear 5 engaged with the sun gear 4, a carrier 6 supporting
the rotary shaft of the pinion gear 5, and a ring gear 7
which is disposed on the outer circumferential side of the
sun gear 4 and the pinion gear 5 and of which teeth
formed on the inner circumferential side are engaged with
the pinion gear 5.
[0029] A one-way clutch 10 is disposed on the outer
circumferential side of the planetary gear mechanism 3.
[0030] The one-way clutch 10 is comprised mainly of
an outer race 30 which is splined to a case spline 13
formed on an inner circumferential surface of a transmis-
sion case 2, an inner race 20 disposed on the inner side
of the outer race 30, and rollers 40 arranged between
the outer race 30 and the inner race 20.
[0031] The inner race 20 is comprised of a cylindrical
roller supporting section 21 having gear teeth formed on
an inner circumferential surface thereof, and a cylindrical
friction plate supporting section 22 having a supporting
section spline 24 formed on an outer circumferential sur-
face thereof.
[0032] The roller supporting section 21 supports the
rollers 40 on an outer circumferential surface thereof.
[0033] The friction plate supporting section 22 has a
larger diameter as compared with the roller supporting
section 21.
[0034] Teeth formed on an outer circumferential sur-
face of the carrier 6 of the planetary gear mechanism 3
are integrally engaged with teeth 23 of the roller support-
ing section 21.
[0035] Friction plates 50, of which teeth to be engaged
with the supporting section spline 24 are formed on the
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inner circumferential side, are engaged with the support-
ing section spline 24 of the friction plate supporting sec-
tion 22.
[0036] Friction plates 51, of which teeth to be engaged
with the case spline 13 are formed on the outer circum-
ferential side, are engaged with the case spline 13 of the
transmission case 2.
[0037] The friction plates 50 and the friction plates 51
are alternately laid one upon the other. When a piston
52 urges them, they are engaged with each other, so that
the transmission case 2 and the inner race 20 are com-
bined into an integral unit.
[0038] Next, a detailed description will be given of the
one-way clutch 10.
[0039] FIG. 2A is a front view showing the one-way
clutch 10, and FIG. 2B is an enlarged sectional view taken
along line A-A of FIG. 2A.
[0040] It should be noted that in FIG. 2A, a cage 32 is
partially broken so as to illustrate the rollers 40.
[0041] Teeth 37 to be engaged with the case spline 13
of the transmission case 2 are formed at predetermined
positions of an outer circumferential surface of the outer
race 30.
[0042] A plurality of cam peaks 36 are formed on an
inner circumferential surface of the outer race 30 partic-
ularly as shown in FIG. 2A.
[0043] Block bearings 33 are mounted on the inner cir-
cumferential surface of the outer race 30. Surfaces of the
block bearings 33 on the inner diameter side thereof are
slidably in contact with the outer circumferential surface
of the inner race 20.
[0044] The block bearings 33 rotatably support the out-
er circumferential surface of the inner race 20 on the outer
race 30.
[0045] A disc-shaped cage 32 and a side plate 31,
which cover the gaps between the inner race 20 and the
outer case 30 and the cam peaks 36, are arranged on
the front side and backside, respectively, of the outer
race 30.
[0046] The rollers 40 are arranged in valleys of the cam
peaks 36 and forced toward the tops of the cam peaks
36 by springs 34 fixed to the cage 32.
[0047] It should be noted that the rollers 40 are forced
by the springs 34 in the same direction.
[0048] As indicated by broken lines in FIG. 2A, holding
claws 38 extending to the inner-diameter side are formed
on the cage 32. As shown in FIG. 2B, the holding claws
38 are bent toward the side plate 31 and passed through
holes formed in the side plate 31, and ends of the holding
claws 38 are bent toward the outer-diameter side to hold
the side plate 31.
[0049] When the holding claws 38 are bent toward the
side plate 31, they are passed through respective
through-holes formed in the block bearings 33 so that
the cage 32 is fixed to the outer race 30.
[0050] The inner race 20 disposed on the inner-diam-
eter side of the outer race 30 is rotatable leftward as
viewed in FIG. 2A. When the inner race 20 is trying to

rotate rightward, the rollers 40 strand the cam peaks 36,
and the outer circumferential surface of the inner race 20
is urged by the rollers 40, so that the relative rotation of
the outer race 30 and the inner race 20 is inhibited.
[0051] When the relative rotation-inhibited state and
rotatable state of the inner race 20 are switched to each
other, the rollers 40 revolve around the rotary shaft 20a
of the inner race 20, and when the inner race 20 lies in
the rotatable state, the rollers 40 rotate on their rotational
axes 40a.(see FIG. 3A, 3B)
[0052] Next, a detailed description will be given of the
inner race 20.
[0053] FIG. 3A is a sectional view showing the inner
race 20, and FIG. 3B is a view showing the outer circum-
ferential surface of the roller supporting section 21, and
more particularly an opening of a lubricating oil passage
26 and its surroundings.
[0054] The inner race 20 is comprised of the roller sup-
porting section 21, and the friction plate supporting sec-
tion 22 extending from the outer circumferential surface
of an end of the roller supporting section 21.
[0055] The lubricating oil passage 26 is formed to ex-
tend from a side wall of the roller supporting section 21
onto the path of the rollers 40 on the outer circumferential
surface of the roller supporting section 21 (hereinafter
referred to as a roller rolling surface 27).
[0056] Thus, a direction 26a in which the lubricating oil
passage 26 extends forms a predetermined angle γ with
a perpendicular line 20b orthogonal to the rotational axis
20a of the inner race 20.
[0057] A side wall of the roller supporting section 21 in
which the lubricating oil passage 26 is opened (herein-
after referred to as "the opening surface 28") is substan-
tially orthogonal to the direction 26a in which the lubri-
cating oil passage 26 extends.
[0058] A groove-shaped oil receiver 25 facing the inner
diameter of the inner race 20 is formed in the vicinity of
the opening of the lubricating oil passage 26 in the open-
ing surface 28.
[0059] The lubricating oil passage 26 is formed such
that as shown in FIG. 3B, the direction 26a in which the
lubricating oil passage 26 extends forms a predetermined
angle α with the respective rotational axes 40a of the
rollers 40 as viewed from the outer circumferential of the
inner race 20.
[0060] Oil supplied from a control valve, not shown, to
the planetary gear mechanism 3 and other rotational el-
ements drops to the bottom of the automatic transmission
and/or spatters to the surroundings by centrifugal force.
[0061] The oil is received by the oil receiver 25 and
supplied to the roller rolling surface 27 of the inner race
20 via the lubricating oil passage 26 to lubricate the rollers
40.
[0062] FIG. 4 is a side view showing the inner race 20,
and FIGS. 5A to 5H are sectional views taken along lines
B-B to I-I of FIG. 4.
[0063] As shown in FIG. 5A which is a sectional view
taken along line B-B of FIG. 4, a part between an upper
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edge of a cross section of the lubricating oil passage 26
and the roller rolling surface 27 is a thin-walled part 50B
having a smaller wall thickness as compared with other
parts of the roller supporting section 21.
[0064] Similarly in FIGS. 5B to 5G, parts between the
upper edge of the cross section of the lubricating oil pas-
sage 26 and the roller rolling surface 27 are thin-walled
parts 50C to 50H.
[0065] If the roller 40 stops on any of Section B-B to
Section H-H appearing in FIG. 4 when the inner race 20
and the outer race 30 are locked, the roller 40 is supported
by any of the thin-walled parts 50B to 50H of the roller
supporting section 21 and the thick-walled part.
[0066] As described above, according to the present
embodiment, the lubricating oil passage 26 that supplies
oil to the rollers 40 is formed such that as shown in FIG.
3A, the direction 26a in which the lubricating oil passage
26 extends forms a predetermined angle γ with the per-
pendicular line 20b orthogonal to the rotational axis 20a
of the inner race 20, and as shown in FIG. 3B, the direc-
tion 26a in which the lubricating oil passage 26 extends
forms a predetermined angle α with the respective rota-
tional axes 40a of the rollers 40 as viewed from the outer
circumferential side of the inner race 20.
[0067] With this arrangement, as compared with the
prior art that the rotational axis 102a of the roller 102 and
the direction 104a in which the lubricating oil passage
104 extends coincide with each other as viewed from the
outer circumferential side of the inner race 100 as shown
in FIGS. 7A and 7B, and that the respective rotational
axes 40a of the rollers 40 and the direction 26a in which
the lubricating oil passage 26 extends do not intersect
each other at a predetermined angle α as distinct from
the present embodiment, each of the thin-walled parts
50B to 50H formed just below the roller 40 can be reduced
in size when the roller 40 stops on the lubricating oil pas-
sage 26.
[0068] Thus, the wide part of the roller 40 can be sup-
ported by the thick-walled part of the inner race 20, and
when the inner race 20 and the outer race 30 are locked,
stress from the roller 40 is less prone to concentrate
around the thin-walled parts 508 to 50H. As a result, it is
possible to prevent deformation of the thin-walled parts
50B to 50H and degradation of the durability of the one-
way clutch 10.
[0069] Since the oil receiver 25 is formed in the vicinity
of the opening of the lubricating oil passage 26 in the
side of the roller supporting section 21, for receiving oil
spattered from the planetary gear mechanism 3 and sup-
plying the oil to the lubricating oil passage 26, it is possible
to supply oil to the lubricating oil passage 26 and lubricate
the rollers 40 by a simple arrangement.
[0070] Also, since the opening surface 28 and the lu-
bricating oil passage 26 are substantially orthogonal to
each other, the opening surface 28 is substantially or-
thogonal to a direction in which the lubricating oil passage
26 tilted relative to the perpendicular line 20b of the ro-
tational axis 20a of the inner race 20 is machined using

a drill, it is possible to prevent a tooth of the drill from
coming out or being broken. As a result, machinability
can be improved.
[0071] Next, a description will be given of a variation
of the lubricating oil passage.
[0072] FIGS. 6A and 6B show a lubricating oil passage
26A according to the variation.
[0073] A first oil passage 60 with a predetermined
depth in the radial direction is formed to extend from a
roller rolling surface 27A of an inner race 20A.
[0074] A second oil passage 61 tilted relative to a per-
pendicular line orthogonal to the rotational axis of the
inner race 20A and tilted relative to the respective rota-
tional axes of the rollers 40 as viewed from the outer
circumferential side of the inner race 20A is formed to
extend from a side of a roller supporting section 21A to
the first oil passage 60.
[0075] And the second oil passage 61 forms a prede-
termined angle β with the respective rotational axes of
the rollers 40 as viewed from the outer circumferential
side of the inner race 20A.
[0076] A groove-shaped oil receiver 25A of which
opening faces the inner diameter of the inner race 20A
is formed in the vicinity of an opening of the lubricating
oil passage 26A in the side of the roller supporting section
21A.
[0077] The first oil passage 60 and the second oil pas-
sage 61 constitute the lubricating oil passage 26A; oil
received by the oil receiver 25A can be supplied to the
rollers 40 via the lubricating oil passage 26A.
[0078] As is the case with the above described em-
bodiment, according to the variation, since the direction
of the respective rotational axes of the rollers 40 and the
second oil passage 61 of the lubricating oil passage 26A
are tilted as viewed from the outer circumferential side
of the inner race 20A, a thin-walled part 50K formed be-
tween the second oil passage 61 and the roller rolling
surface 27A can be reduced in size. As a result, it is
possible to prevent deformation of the thin-walled part
50K and degradation of one-way clutch’s durability.

Claims

1. A lubricating structure of a one-way clutch compris-
ing:

an inner race (20A);
an outer race (30A);
cylindrical rollers (40) disposed between said in-
ner race and said outer race; and
a lubricating oil passage (26A) that is formed in
said inner race and has one end opened in a
rolling surface (27A) on which said cylindrical
rollers roll, for supplying oil from an opening
formed at the other end to the one end, charac-
terized in that
said lubricating oil passages comprises:
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a first oil passage (60) having a predeter-
mined depth from the rolling surface on
which said cylindrical rollers roll in a direc-
tion orthogonal to the rotational axis of said
inner race; and
a second oil passage (61) that is in commu-
nication with said first oil passage, tilted rel-
ative to a perpendicular line which is orthog-
onal to the rotational axis of said inner race
on a longitudinal plane along the rotational
axis of the inner race, and is tilted relative
to respective rotational axes of said rollers
as viewed from the outer circumferential
side of said inner race, and that gear teeth
are formed on an inner circumferential sur-
face of the inner race.

2. A lubricating structure of a one-way clutch according
to claim 1, wherein an oil receiver (25,25A) having
an opening thereof facing an inner-diameter side of
said inner race is provided in a vicinity of the opening
at the other end of said lubricating oil passage.

3. A lubricating structure of a one-way clutch according
to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the other end of said
lubricating oil passage is provided with an opening
surface formed substantially perpendicularly to a di-
rection in which said lubricating oil passage extends.

Patentansprüche

1. Schmiereinrichtung einer Einwegkupplung, die Fol-
gendes umfasst:

einen inneren Laufring (20A),
einen äußeren Laufring (30A),
zylindrische Rollen (40), die zwischen dem in-
neren Laufring und dem äußeren Laufring an-
geordnet sind, und
einen Schmieröldurchgang (26A), der in dem in-
neren Laufring geformt ist und ein Ende hat, das
in einer Rollfläche (27A), auf der die zylindri-
schen Rollen rollen, geöffnet ist, um Öl von einer
Öffnung, die an dem anderen Ende geformt ist,
zu dem einen Ende zuzuführen, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass
der Schmieröldurchgang Folgendes umfasst:

einen ersten Öldurchgang (60), der eine
vorbestimmte Tiefe von der Rollfläche, auf
der die zylindrischen Rollen rollen, in einer
Richtung, senkrecht zu der Drehachse des
inneren Laufrings, hat, und
einen zweiten Öldurchgang (61), der in Ver-
bindung mit dem ersten Öldurchgang steht,
geneigt im Verhältnis zu einer senkrechten
Linie, die senkrecht zu der Drehachse des

inneren Laufrings ist, auf einer Längsebene
längs der Drehachse des inneren Laufrings,
und im Verhältnis zu den jeweiligen Dreh-
achsen der Rollen, gesehen von der Au-
ßenumfangsseite des inneren Laufrings,
geneigt ist, und dass auf einer Innenum-
fangsfläche des inneren Laufrings eine Ge-
triebeverzahnung geformt ist.

2. Schmiereinrichtung einer Einwegkupplung nach An-
spruch 1, wobei ein Ölauffang (25, 25A), der eine
Öffnung desselben hat, die einer Innendurchmes-
serseite des inneren Laufrings gegenüberliegt, in ei-
ner Nähe der Öffnung an dem anderen Ende des
Schmieröldurchgangs bereitgestellt wird.

3. Schmiereinrichtung einer Einwegkupplung nach An-
spruch 1 oder 2, wobei das andere Ende des
Schmieröldurchgangs mit einer Öffnungsfläche ver-
sehen ist, die im Wesentlichen senkrecht zu einer
Richtung, in der sich der Schmieröldurchgang er-
streckt, geformt ist.

Revendications

1. Structure de lubrification d’un embrayage unidirec-
tionnel comprenant :

un chemin de roulement intérieur (20A) ;
un chemin de roulement extérieur (30A) ;
des rouleaux cylindriques (40) placés entre ledit
chemin intérieur et ledit chemin extérieur ; et
un passage d’huile de lubrification (26A) qui est
formé dans ledit chemin intérieur et qui a une
extrémité ouverte dans une surface de roule-
ment (27A) sur laquelle roulent lesdits rouleaux
cylindriques, pour fournir de l’huile à la première
extrémité depuis une ouverture formée à l’autre
extrémité, caractérisée en ce que :

ledit passage d’huile de lubrification
comprend :

un premier passage d’huile (60) ayant
une profondeur prédéterminée depuis
la surface de roulement sur laquelle
roulent lesdits rouleaux cylindriques
dans une direction orthogonale à l’axe
de rotation dudit chemin intérieur ; et
un deuxième passage d’huile (61) qui
est en communication avec ledit pre-
mier passage d’huile, incliné par rap-
port à une droite perpendiculaire qui est
orthogonale à l’axe de rotation dudit
chemin intérieur sur un plan longitudi-
nal le long de l’axe de rotation du che-
min intérieur, et incliné par rapport aux
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axes de rotation respectifs desdits rou-
leaux vus depuis le côté périphérique
extérieur dudit chemin intérieur, et en
ce que des dents d’engrenage sont for-
mées sur une surface périphérique in-
térieure du chemin intérieur.

2. Structure de lubrification d’un embrayage unidirec-
tionnel selon la revendication 1, dans lequel un ré-
cepteur d’huile (25, 25A) comportant une ouverture
faisant face à un côté de diamètre intérieur dudit che-
min intérieur est prévu au voisinage de l’ouverture à
l’autre extrémité dudit passage d’huile de lubrifica-
tion.

3. Structure de lubrification d’un embrayage unidirec-
tionnel selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
l’autre extrémité dudit passage d’huile de lubrifica-
tion est pourvue d’une surface d’ouverture formée
substantiellement perpendiculairement à une direc-
tion dans laquelle s’étend ledit passage d’huile de
lubrification.
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